Inclusion of electric octupole contributions explains the fast radiative decays of two metastable states in Ar+.
A laser probing investigation has yielded the lifetimes of the 3s(2)3p(4)(1D)3d (2)G(7/2,9/2) metastable doublet states of Ar+. The results, obtained with the CRYRING ion storage ring of Stockholm, are 3.0+/-0.4 and 2.1+/-0.1 s, respectively. Comparisons with theoretical values calculated with two independent theoretical approaches, i.e., the pseudorelativistic Hartree-Fock method and the multiconfiguration Breit-Pauli approach, have allowed us to establish the unexpected and extraordinary strong contribution of an electric octupole (E3) transition to the ground state, in addition to the M1 decay channels to the 3d ;{2,4}F states and the E2 contributions to the 4s 2P, 2D states.